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ABSTRACT 
Taking advantages of Krylov, Bogoljubov, and Weinstein’s and Temple’s theories 
and Schur’s majorization theorem, we present new sufficient conditions for the 
solvability of multiplicative inverse eigenvalue problems and so-called generalized 
inverse eigenvalue problems with Hermitian matrices. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H, be the set of Hermitian matrices of order n. We are interested in 
sufficient conditions under which the following inverse eigenvalue problems 
are solvable: 
(MH) Let A = (aij> E H,, be a positive semidefinite matrix and A = 
(A,, A,,..., A,) E R” be a nonnegative vector. The problem is to find a 
nonnegative diagonal matrix C such that the matrix CA has eigenvalues 
A,,A,,..., A,,. We assume in the problem that aii = 1 (i = 1,2,. . . , n>. 
(A 
(GH) Let A = (aij), A, = (al;)) E H, (t = 1,. . . , n), and A = 
i,“‘, A,) E R”. The problem is to find c = cc,, . . . , c,) E R” such that 
the matrix A + C:= l~t A, has eigenvalues A,, . . . , A,,. We assume in the 
problem that a$) = Si, (i, t = 1,. . . , n) (see [5]). 
Several authors have contributed to this topic. (See the references.) 
Krylov, Bogoljubov, and Weinstein’s and Temple’s theories and Schur’s 
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majorization theorem provide elegant results on eigenvalues of Hermitian 
matrices. Taking advantage of these results, we present in this paper new 
sufficient conditions for the solvability of (MH) and (GH). 
In this section, main results are introduced. Section 2 contains the proofs. 
In Section 3 we give some numerical examples. 
For B = (bij) E H, and b = (b,, . . . , b,) E R”, define 
d(b) = y$ (Ibi - bjl}> lbll = Ilbllm, 
k,(B) = m? (( ~lbijlz)1'2)~ m(B) = ~~{lbijl)* 
THEOREM 1. Let A E H, be positive semi&finite with a,, = 1 (i = 
1 ,...,n> and 0 < A, < A, < --- < A,,. Define 
\/A”( A,_, + *** +A,) , 
A, < A,_, + **- +A,, 
4(A) = 
(A,, + A,_, + *** +A,)/2, 
0 Q A, - (A,_i + **. +A,) < d( A)/3, 
[ d[An - d(A)/6][&-, + *** +A, + d(A)/6] > 
I A, 2 A,_, + **- +A, + d( A)/3. 
Suppose 
d(A) 2 2fim( A)4( A). (1.1) 
Then ( MH) is solvable. 
THEOREM 2. Let A and the Ai’s be the sum as in Theorem 1. Suppose 
d(A) > 6(An + A,_,)k,( A). (I-2) 
Then (MH) is solvable. 
REMARK 1. Theorem 5 in [l] is contained in our Theorem 1 in the case 
when A,, < A,_, + *** +A,, and in our Theorem 2. 
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Conditions in [l, 2, 81 show that A,, the largest component of A, plays a 
role in the solvability of (MH). In Theorems 1 and 2 we go further to show 
the effects of the smaller components of A. 
In problem (GH), let 
a = (q )..., a,) = (all,..., a”“), 
A(‘)=A--diag(u,,...,u,), Ay)=A, - diag(u(,t:,...,uzi), 
i = A(O) - i a, A$O’, S = t l A,l; 
t=1 t=1 
here, for B = (hii), by I Bl we denote the matrix (lbijl). Define 
k = IIA - aIlk, + k,(A), k’ = IlAllk,( S) + k,(A). 
THEOREM 3. Let A, A, E H, with a$:’ = Si, (i, t = 1,. . . , n) and A, < 
A, < ... < A,,. Suppose 
d(A) 3 2fik’. (1.3) 
Then (GH) is solvable. 
THEOREM 4. Let A, A,, the Ai’s be the same as in Theorem 3. Suppose 
a,, 2 $2 > *** > unn and 
d( A) > 26k. (1.4) 
Then (GH) is solvable. 
REMARK 2. Considering a suitable congruent permutation of A and A, 
and reordering of { A,}, we see that the condition al, > .*- > a,,,, can always 
be satisfied in problem (GH). Theorem 4 improves substantially Theorem 8 
in 151. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
We need a lemma deduced from Krylov, Bogoljubov, and Weinstein’s and 
Temple’s theories. 
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LEMMA 1 (See [S, Lemma 51). 
b 
Let B = (bij) E H, with bll G **a G 
,,“. Let k,(B) > 0, d > 2k,(B), and lbjj - biil 3 d(l - Sij) for i, j = 
1 >-*-> n. Then for the eigenvalues Al < A, < * * - < A, of B 
Ihi - biil < 
d - [ d2 - 4k2( B)‘]“’ 
2 
We also need the concept of majorization and the following 
LEMMA 2 (See [6, p. 1931). 
ues A,,..., A, of B, 
Let B = (bij) E H,. Then for the eigenval- 
(b,,,..., b,,) t- (Al,...,A,), 
where u k v means that the real vector v is mujorized by the real vector u. 
Some properties of quadratic functions are helpful in the proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let Ql(x> = x2 - plx + ql, Q2(x) = x2 - P,x + q2 be 
polynomials with pl > p, > 0 and q2 > ql > 0. Suppose Ql and Q2 have 
real roots xl < x2 and yl < y2, respectively. Then xl < yl, i.e. 
Pl - (p? - 4qJ1’2 
2 
~ P2 - (Pz” - 4q2y2 
2 
Proof. It suffices to show Ql( yl> < 0. In fact, since y1 > 0 obviously, 
then 
Ql( ~1) = Y; - P, yl + 41 
=P2Yl-qz-PlYl+ql 
= (P2 - PdYl - 92 + 41 
< 0, 
and we get the result. 
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LEMMA 4. Let y(x) = x(a - x) be a quadratic function defined on the 
interoal x E [c, d]. Then 
d < a/2, 
cga/2<d, 
a/2 Q c. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 
E = d(A) - [d(A)’ - 12m( A)‘4( A)“]l” 
6 
By the assumption d(A) 3 26m( A)4(A) we have 
E < m(A)+(A) d(A) 
. fi , MT. (2-l) 
Define 
K(E, A) = {x E R”lllx - AlI < c}, D(A) = {r E R”lx F A}. 
It can be verified that V(E, A) = K( E, A) n D(A) is a nonempty, bounded, 
convex, and closed set in R”. For x = (x,, . . . , x,) E V( E, A) define the 
matrix X = diag(x,,..., r,). Then X is nonnegative. Define A(x) = 
X ‘12AX ‘12. We know that XA and A(r) have the same set of eigenvalues, 
denoted by A,(x) < **a < A,(x). Let A(x) = (A,(x), . . . . A,(x)). Since E Q 
d(A)/6 and A, < ..a < A,, then x1 Q *** < x, for any vector x E V(E, A). 
With x + A we have xl + *** +r, = A, + *** + A, for x E V(E, A) and 
therefore 
k2( 4 d)” = “” ( C 10,12xixj) 
j+i 
= m( A)2x,( xl + *** +xn-l) 
=m(A)2x, 
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Since A, - d(h)/6 < x, Q A,, then from Lemma 4 we have 
Q,(A”_, + ... +A,), 
A, < (A, + a.* +A,)/2, 
(A, + *.a +A,)’ 
4 ’ 
Al + ..- +A, d( A) 
<A,-- 
\ 2 6 ’ 
Therefore 
k,( A(x)) Q ++$(A). 
By the assumption in Theorem 1 and (2.11, (2.2) 
(2.2) 
d(A) > 2&(A)+(A) 
= 274 A)4( A) + (2 - 2/ti)hn( A)+( A) 
> 2m( A)+(A) + 2~ 
> 2k,( A(x)) + 2~. (2.3) 
Besides, d(x) > d(A) - 2~ for x E K(E, A). Thus for x E V(E, A) 
d(r) B d(A) - 2~ a 24 A(x)). 
Note that x1,. . . , x, are diagonal elements of A(x). Hence by Lemmas 1 
and3 
11 x - A( x> 11 G
d(x) - [d(r)‘- 4k,(A(~))‘]~‘~ 
2 
Q [d(A) - 2.4 - {[d(A) - 2~1~ - 4m(A)2~(A)2}1’2 
2 
= E. (2.4) 
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To verify the last equality of (2.41, we note that E satisfies 
3~’ - d( A) E + m( A)2 +( h)2 = 0, 
which is equivalent to 
[d(A) - 4~1~ = [d(h) - 2~1~ - 4rr~(A)~4(h)~. 
Since d(A) - 4~ > 0 [see (2.1): E < d( A)/6 < d( A)/4], then we have 
d(A) - 4~ = [[d(A) - 2~1~ - 4m( A)24( A)2]1’2. 
Thus (2.4) can be verified. 
Now define a continuous map f(r) : V(E, A) + R” with 
f(x) =A+r-A(x). (2.5) 
For the proof of Theorem 1 it suffices to show that f(x) has a f=ed point in 
V(E, A). (See [5].) 
The inequality (2.4) means for x E V( E, A) 
thus f(x) E K(E, A) and fr<x> < *** < ffl< x), where fi< x) is the ith compo- 
nent of f(x). Since x + A(x) (Lemma 2) and Ifi(x {xi), and {Ai( are all 
in increasing order, it can be verified that f(x) f-- A, i.e. f(x) E D(A). 
Therefore f(x) E V( E, A). Applying Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem, we con- 
clude that there is a fixed point c = (c,, . . . , c,,) E WE, A) such that f(c) = c, 
i.e. A(c) = A. The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. ??
Proof of Theorem 2. We just give an outline for conciseness. Define 
d(A) - [cI(A)~ - 31%,(A)~(h” + A”_r)2]1’2 
&r = 
6 
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V(E~, A) = K(E~, A) CJ D(A), and consider the map f(x): V(E~, A) + R” 
with (2.5). For x E V(E~, A) we have 
k,( A(x))" = max xi c Inii12x, 
i i j#i 
k2( 4 4) = \lx,x,,k,( A) 
xn + X,-l 
G k,(A) 2 
Al + 4-l 
=G k2( A) 2 * (2.6) 
The value k,( AX A, + A,_ ,)/2 plays the same role as m( A)4(A) in 
Theorem 1. Replacing E and (2.2) by Ed and (2.6) in the proof of Theorem 1, 
respectively, we can get the result by similar arguments. W 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 
/y = 
d(A) - [ d( A)2 - 121dy2 
6 
It can be verified that 
Define 
K(&‘, A,a) = {x E R”lllx + a - All Q E’}, 
D(A,a) ={xER”lx+atA}. 
(2.7) 
It can be verified that V(E), A, a> = KC&‘, A, a) n @A, a) is a nonempty, 
bounded, convex, and closed set in R”. With (2.7) and A, < *** < A,, we 
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have x1 + a, < *** < x,, + a, for x = (x,, . . . . x,) E V(E’, A, a). Let A(x) 
= A + Cr=rxtA, for x = (x,, . . . . IX,) in NE’, A, a). By h,(x) =G **a d 
h,(x) we denote the eigenvalues of A(x). Let A(x) = (A,(x), . . . , A,(x)). 
Since A(r) = A + C~=,(x, + a,)A, and x + u + A, we have (xi + ail < llhll 
and therefore 
k,( A(x)) G k,(k) + ll4lke( S) 
= k’. (2.8) 
Define the continuous map f(x) : V(E’, A, a) -+ R” with (2.5). For the 
proof of Theorem 3 it suffices to show that f has a futed point in V(E’, A, a) 
(see [SJ). Similarly to (2.3) we have 
d(A) > 2k’ + 2~’ 
> 2k,( A(x)) + 2.9’ 
with the assumption in Theorem 3. On the other hand, for r E V(E’, A, a) 
we have d( x + a) z d(A) - 2 E’. Thus 
d(x + u) > d(A) - 2~’ 
> 2k’ 
a 2k,( A(x)). (2.9) 
By Lemmas 1 and 3 we have Il(x + a) - A(r)11 < E’ for x E V(E’, A, a). The 
deduction is similar to (2.4). On the other hand [If(x) + a - AlI = IKx + a) 
- A(x)ll. Thus f(x) E K( E’, A, a). With E’ < d(A)/6 and A, < *a* < A,, we 
have fr<x) + a, < *** <f,(x) + u,. Since x + a * A(x), we can verify that 
f(x) + a e A and therefore f(x) E Kc&‘, A, a) n D(A, a> = V(E’, A, a). 
Brouwer’s fwed-point theorem implies that there is a vector c = (c,, . . . , cn> 
such that f(c) = c, i.e. A(c) = A. In other words, A(c) = A + Ey= l~t A, has 
eigenvalues A,, . . . , A,, . The proof is completed. W 
Proof of Theorem 4. Define 
,, _ d(A) - [d( A)2 - 12k2]1’2 
& - 
6 
V(E”, A, a) = Kc&“, A, a) n D(A, a), and consider the map f(x) : V(E”, A, a) 
-+ R” with (2.5). For x = (x,, . .., x”) E I’(&“, A, a) we have A, G xi + a, 
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Q h, (i = 1,. . . , n), since x + a t- A. Thus with the assumption ai 2 *** > 
a, We have 11x11 < llh - all and 
1 
k,( A( x)) G k2( A) + llxllk,( S) 
< k. (2.10) 
Then replacing E’ and k’ by E” and k in the proof of Theorem 3, 
respectively, we can get the result by similar arguments. ??
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = (0, 1,2) and 
0 1 1 
A = Z + 0.19 1 0 1 
[ 1 . 1 1 0 
Consider problem (MH). 
Apply Theorem 1. Since 
d(h) = 1, (h, - fg)( h, + A, + T) = T, 
m(A) = 0.19, 
and thus 2fim( A)4( A) = 0.9625833 < d(h) = 1, we know by Theorem 1 
that problem (MH) in this example is solvable. In fact C = 
diag(0,1.0815552,1.9184448) . 1s a numerical solution. We also see that the 
vector c = diag(C) satisfies llc - All Q E = 0.1401566 and c + A. This agrees 
with our theoretical analysis. 
In some cases, reordering of the rows and columns of matrix A may 
affect the question of solvability when sufficient conditions shown in [2] and 
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[8] are applied. (See also [3].) Th e matrix in Example 1, however, does not 
change under arbitrary congruent permutation. For this reason we use this 
kind of matrices in our numerical tests. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A = (2.5,5,7.5,10, 12.4) and A = I + O.O39B, where 
Consider problem (MH). 
Apply Theorem 1. Since 4(h) = dAs( A, + A, + A, + A,) = 17.606816, 
m(A) = 0.039, and 
2&2( A)+( A) = 2.3786803 < d(A) = 2.4, 
the problem is solvable. C = diag(2.5197887, 5.0389475, 7.5492414, 
10.039076,12X52945) is a numerical solution. The vector c = diag(C) satis- 
fies I/c - A]] < E = 0.3468022 and c + A. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let A = (0,0.333,0.666,1,7) and A = Z + 0.012 B, where 
B is the same as in Example 2. Consider problem (MH). 
Apply Theorem 2. With k,(A) = 0.024 and 
fi( A, + A&( A) = 0.3325537 < d(A) = 0.333, 
we know the problem is solvable. The matrix C = diag(0,0.3332137, 
0.6662960,0.9998153,6.9996749) is a numerical solution. The vector c = 
diag(C) is in V(E~, A), where .sl = 0.0526277. 
REMARK 3. Examples 1-3 show that our results are not contained in 
those of [l], [2], or [S]. The following examples, however, show the converse. 
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1 f 
A = (0.5,l) and A = 1 
[ 1 4 1 - 
This example satisfies [2, Theorem 31 and [8, Theorem 21, but does not satisfy 
our Theorem 1 or 2. 
Let 
1 
h=(5,6,7) and A=Z+42 
This example (note that A, < A, + A,) satisfies [l, Theorem 51, but does not 
satisfy our Theorem 1. 
Our results do not contain those in [31, which can be applied to nonsym- 
metric matrices. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let A = (0,0.4), A = diag( - 1, l), A, = ele[ + O.O5B, 
and A, = esei + O.lB, where ei is the ith column of I, and B = [es, el]. 
Consider problem (GH_). 
Since S = O.l5B, A = -0.05Z3, then 
2fik’ = 2fi[ k,( A) + IlAll~~( S)] 
= 0.3810511 
< 0.4 = d(A). 
By Theorem 3 problem (GH) is solvable. c = (1.0002507, -0.6002507) is a 
numerical solution. For this example, assumptions in [S, Theorem 51 are not 
satisfied. 
REMARK 4. Theorem 6 in [5] is not contained in our Theorem 3. See the 
numerical example shown in [5]. 
Our Theorems 3-4 are not contained in the results of [7] and vice versa. 
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